
 

Ryan Holiday, in his book The Obstacle is the Way – The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into Triumph, 

explains perception as: 

 “how we see and understand what occurs around us – and what we decide those 

events will mean. Our perceptions can be a source of strength or of great 

weakness…It takes skill and discipline to bat away the pests of bad perceptions, to 

separate reliable signals from deceptive ones, to filter out prejudice, expectation, 

and fears. But it’s worth it, for what’s left is truth. While others are excited or 

afraid, we will remain calm and imperturbable. We will see things simply and 

straightforwardly, as they truly are – neither good nor bad.” 

He continues to explain: 

“…situations, by themselves, cannot be good or bad. This is something – a 

judgment – that we, as human beings, bring to them with our perceptions.” 

“Our perceptions are the thing that we’re in complete control of. They can throw 

us in jail, label us, deprive us or our possessions, but they’ll never control our 

thoughts, our beliefs, our reactions. Which is to say, we are never completely 

powerless.” 

Holiday says that perception – “ to see each situation for what it could be” – when 

combined with hard work and a positive attitude is one of the things that enables us to 

turn obstacles or trials into character-building events that make us stronger.  

This is one of the concepts I learned when I took the Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction 

(MBSR) Course. I was encouraged to consider other people’s perspectives. I may see a 

situation one way, but what about the people who are in the situation with me. How do 

they see it? This was a huge eye opener for me. By taking the time to understand other 

people’s perspectives, I had more empathy and compassion. I stopped making assumptions 

and judgements, many of which were likely not true, and in doing so, was able to reduce 

my own self-created stress.  

Another helpful perspective I learned from the MBSR Course was: what is, just simply is or 

as Shakespeare and Holiday explain it, it is neither good or bad. I have found when I take 

away the emotion of good or bad to a situation and regard it as just simply what is, it is 

easier to be open to seeing the positive results that can eventually emerge. Of course, it is 



much easier to take this approach in some situations and much harder in others depending 

on the situation, but therein lies the challenge.  

Whenever I see a hawk or an eagle soaring high in the sky, I am reminded to always look at 

the big picture, to not be small minded, to take a step back, to consider other people’s 

perspectives as well as my own, to detach myself from the emotions of being close to the 

situation to help me see the truth so I can base my decisions on truth rather than 

misconceptions, assumptions or judgements.  

Thank you to Jim and Nadia for suggesting this book to me.  

 

 


